Maraviroc Intensification in HIV-1 Infected Patients with Persistent Low-level Viremia
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Abstract
HIV-1 persistent low-level-viremia under 500 copies RNA/ml (PLV) is associated with an increased risk of virological progression and resistance. We performed a study on 18 HIV-1 treated patients who received ARV treatment intensification with maraviroc (MVC) because of PLV during the 6 last months or more. During the 12 months following intensification, CD4 T-cells increased by an average of 104/mm3. Percentage of patients with a plasmatic viral load under 50 copies/ml increased regularly since intensification to reach 71% after 12 months of follow-up. MVC intensification could improve virological and immunological responses in case of PLV.
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Introduction and Objective
The goal of antiretroviral therapy is to achieve viral suppression, which is determined by HIV-1 plasma viral load (VL) below 50 copies/ml. It has been reported that a significant proportion of patients under highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) according to the results of genotyping tests, present persistent low-level viremia (PLV) defined by sustained VL between 50 and 500 HIV-RNA copies/ml [1]. Resistance testing has been shown to be an effective predictor of future virological failure [2]. However, most commercial resistance tests can only be performed when VL is above a minimum of 200–500 copies/ml. Ultrasensitive HIV-1 genotyping for patients with PLV has shown that significant resistance mutations were often present [3]. Consequences of PLV remain unclear but several studies shows that incomplete viral suppression leads to the accumulation of resistance mutations with a concomitant increased risk of virological progression and clinical deterioration, and compromised future treatment options [4-11]. Moreover, antiretroviral-treated individuals with PVL exhibit significant increase in overall immune activation [12]. The threshold of PLV as predictive factor of disease progression varies upon studies. Treatment optimization in HIV-1 infected patients with PLV, based on patient therapeutic history and genotypic resistance profiles, significantly improve viral suppression [13]. The best intervention to achieve full virological suppression in this population remains unclear. Intensification with maraviroc (MVC) was previously studied in patients with VL under threshold, without efficacy to reduce immunological activation, but was not evaluated in HIV-1 infected patients with PLV. To determine whether this optimization can improve viral suppression, we retrospectively analyzed HIV-1-infected patients, who received MVC-intensification because of PLV in spite of on-going HAART. We aim to describe the virological and immunological impact of adding MVC in this population.

Material and Methods
We performed a multicentric retrospective study between January 2012 and October 2013, in three French academic Hospitals. We included HIV-1 treated patients whose treatment had been intensified by MVC because of PLV defined by detectable VL below 500 HIV-RNA copies/ml for more than 6 months. A minimum of three VL measures on this period was required for inclusion in the study. Treatment adherence, evaluated by patient’s interview and drug therapeutic monitoring, was considered as satisfying by the patient’s physician. On-going antiretroviral treatments before intensification were effective regarding to the results of genotyping tests. MVC was added to the on-going antiretroviral regimen, without any other therapeutic modification.

For each patient, we collected demographical data, comorbidities, therapeutic and immuno-virological history including the results of genotyping tests and viral tropism. We also collected results of blood samples for VL and CD4 T-cells (count and percentage), at least every two months for the next six months after intensification, and at 12 months.

Plasma VL was evaluated by Roche Cobas Taq man HIV-1 v.2.0 test with a detection limit of 20 copies/ml. Coreceptor usage was determined from RNA genotypic analysis of the V3 env. region sequence by Geno2Pheno2 algorithm. Quantitative data are presented as median [IQR] values, unless otherwise stated in text. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to test the paired differences in values obtained from baseline to each step of study for significance. A Chi-2 test adapted for small numbers was used to test the difference in rates of VL under threshold between the different groups.

Results
Eighteen patients were included in analysis. Fifteen (83%) were men, with mean age 46 years old (range 3 - 65). Two were hepatitis C and none hepatitis B co-infected. Nine (50%) patients were stage C (AIDS)
according to the WHO classification. Median CD4 T-cells nadir was 83 (37-137) /mm³. Median time since HIV diagnosis was 13 (5-20) years and median duration of PLV before MVC-intensification was 9 (6-16) months. Background antiretroviral regimens before intensification included 2 or more nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors for 16 (89%) patients, boosted protease inhibitor for 11 (61%), raltegravir for 11 (61%), and/or non nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor for 8 (44%). Fourteen (78%) patients had confirmed CCR5-receptor tropism, one had dual/mixed (CCR5- and CXCR4-receptor) tropic viruses and 3 undetermined tropisms.

At time of MVC intensification, all patients had detectable plasmatic VL with a median of 70 (47-139) copies/ml. On second month (M2), M4, M6 and M12, respectively 31%, 38%, 44%, and 57% of patients reached undetectable VL below 20 HIV-RNA copies/ml with a median VL of respectively 104 (39-145), 39 (19-109), 39 (19-79), and 23 (19-78) copies/ml. Since intensification, percentage of patients with VL under 50 copies/ml increased regularly to reach 71% (P≤0.05) after M12 of follow-up (Figure 1). Moreover, according to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, VL decreased significantly from baseline (M0) to M12 (P≤0.05). At baseline, average CD4 T-cells count was 520/mm³ at time of MVC intensification and reached 624/mm³ six months later.

Discussion

In our study, MVC intensification in patients with PLV has a positive impact on VL evolution: twelve months after intensification, 71% of the analyzed patients reached a VL below 50 copies/ml versus 18% at the time of therapeutic intervention. As a CCR5 antagonist, MVC specifically inhibits the replication of R5-tropic viruses by blocking viral entry. Before intensification, none of our patients had antiretroviral treatment targeting viral entry, so addition of this new therapeutic class to the current antiretroviral treatment is likely to explain the benefit in virological efficacy in these patients. In previous studies, efficacy of antiretroviral intensification with other strategies in patients with PLV were not as convincing: antiretroviral intensification using inhibitors of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (efavirenz) or protease (atazanavir-ritonavir or lopinavir-ritonavir) did not lower HIV-1 RNA levels in a first study [14]. Raltegravir (RAL) did not prove any effect for reducing the plasmatic VL in another study but RAL-adding period was only 28 days and only 10 patients were included [15]. These results indicated that additional inhibition of either the reverse-transcription, the protease-cleavage steps in viral replication, or the DNA-integration steps does not further inhibit HIV-1 production in patients with persistent viremia in most of cases.

Our study was retrospective and included a limited number of patients. To our knowledge, no previous study observed the virological effect of MVC intensification in cases of detectable viral load with PLV >50 copies/ml. However, in a pilot open-label phase 2 clinical trial, patients with stable HAART regimen receiving MVC intensification for 48 weeks, showed a non-significant reduction of latent reservoir (p=0.068) and no effect on plasma residual viremia was observed. Moreover, no changes were detected in CD4 or CD8 T-cells counts [16].

Several other trials have studied the effects of treatment intensification by maraviroc or raltegravir on residual viral replication and immunological activation in patients with undetectable VL (<50 copies/ml) under antiviral therapy; a significant effect on residual viral replication was never assessed, while results on inflammatory activation are variable, partial, and inconsistent across studies [17].

A recent study of switch therapy with raltegravir and maraviroc for patients with VL <50 copies/ml has not demonstrated virological or immunological improvement [18]; but, our patients had a higher level of viral replication before intensification with maraviroc, and this should explain the better results observed.

In our study, CD4 T-cells count increased during the first 6 months after MVC intensification, from an average of 520/mm³ to 624/mm³. Some studies have already explored the immunological effect of MVC intensification for patients with low immunological response to HAART. A pilot trial (ACTG A5256) of adding maraviroc...
for 24 weeks to suppressive antiretroviral therapy in 34 patients presenting suboptimal CD4 T-cell recovery despite sustained virologic suppression, did not demonstrate an increase in CD4 T-cell counts of at least 20 cells/µl. [19]. But, in MARIMUNO study, 60 patients with CD4 <350/mm³ and a CD4-slope <50 cells/mm³/year in spite of sustained virological response (<50 copies/ml) over the last two years while receiving a stable HAART, were included for 24 weeks of MVC intensification. The median CD4 slope difference from baseline was +22.6 cells/mm³/year (p=0.08). Slope evolution was not different according to baseline tropism, CD4 nadir, or ongoing HAART regimen [20]. Whereas patients included in our study experienced a CD4 T cells count increase, the results of previous studies analyzing immunological impact of MVC adding to a previous regimen are discordant.

Conclusion

However limited and retrospective, our study shows a beneficial virological effect of treatment intensification with maraviroc in most of the patients with persistent low level viral replication under antiretroviral therapy. These findings need to be confirmed by further prospective and randomized trials.
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